
PART 1 – THE THINK TANK 

Late next century, an organisation is established to investigate alternative timelines using advanced 

simulation technologies, with the hope of finding where history went wrong and how it could be fixed. 

The Think Tank is a remote facility in the cold forests of Antarctica where it’s easier to cool the servers, 

and more insulated from political unrest. Its power-hungry cooling plant is run on a combined-cycle gas 

turbine fuelled from a nearby natural gas reserve. The Think Tank is manned by a crew of specialists 

from many different fields relevant to the simulation and investigation of alternative timelines. 

The specialists discover they can use a brain-computer interface to explore these worlds at the 

individual level. Over time they become careless. The longer one spends exploring a timeline, the more 

difficult it is to disengage and return to the real world. One of the specialists becomes stuck and is 

captured by a powerful Ruler in one of the timelines. The specialists are still unsure whether things like 

torture experienced within the simulations can affect a person in the real world. But then they notice 

something. As the Hostage questions the Ruler’s intentions, they realise the Ruler knows more than 

they’re letting on about the nature of the world in which they exist. The only way to find out more 

would be to allow the Ruler to go through with their plan. But how? 

As an experiment, the specialists decide to encode a connection between the Ruler’s timeline and a 

perfect simulation of their own timeline. That way the Ruler will think they’ve been granted access to 

the Think Tank’s timeline and give away what they know. Only then does the Think Tank realise the true 

nature of their ‘simulations’; the perfect simulation of their itself contains a simulation of their timeline, 

and so on in an infinite chain. There’s no reason they should be at the top of that chain. 

The Ruler’s forces stream into their own timeline. The specialists put the Think Tank into lockdown and a 

battle ensues, but it isn’t enough to stop the Ruler from taking over. The Ruler uses the Think Tank’s 

technology to forge connections to many other timelines in order to begin their conquest of worlds. 

In the commotion, some of the specialists get kidnapped to other timelines, others are taken prisoner in 

the facility itself. As they lose control, one of them runs down to the central servers and runs one final 

scenario; they try to find a timeline in which they defeat the Ruler, this time assuming the timelines are 

connected. The result leads them to a mysterious timeline they’ve never seen before. Just before the 

Ruler’s forces can catch them, they create a temporary connection to the mysterious timeline which 

closes behind them. 

  



PART 2 – THE CYCLE 

The Escapee finds themselves on a mysterious world filled with evidence of human life, apparently 

from many different cultures and historical eras – some of which can’t even be identified. At first there 

seems to be no sign of humans themselves, but slowly they start to notice evidence of a more recent 

human presence. This leads them to the Alakuna – a tribe which has existed for thousands of years; 

they call the world in which they live ‘Yaop’. 

The Escapee is captured and threatened with execution, but as they explain where they came from 

and what has happened, one of the Alakuna elders appeals on their behalf and agrees to help. The 

Elder leads them to a cave in a nearby hill, to reveal the mysterious Nexus. The origin and workings of 

the Nexus is unknown, but for thousands of years it’s been used by the tribe to experience other 

timelines and possibilities, just as the Think Tank did with their own technology. After millennia of 

exploration, the Alakuna are intimately familiar with the workings of the multiverse. 

The elder shows them how to use the Nexus to experience the history of Yaop from the eyes of those 

who lived it. Long ago, the Alakuna discovered how to use the Nexus not just to explore, but to create 

a meeting point between many different timelines. Soon Yaop developed into a bustling civilisation 

with connections across a multiverse of timelines. But it was only a matter of time before it discovered a 

civilisation with evil intentions. A great war ensued. The Alakuna worked to unlock ever greater powers 

of the Nexus to oppose the Evil Empire’s ability to shape worlds in their image. 

Eventually Yaop was victorious, but something had changed. The new omnipotence provided by the 

Nexus proved too tempting. Yaop became increasingly corrupt and unstable, until it itself evolved into 

the Evil Empire which had once been its enemy. When Yaop finally clashed with a worthy opponent, 

those Alakuna who opposed what it had become worked from the inside to see Yaop defeated. But 

when that time finally came, the victorious Alakuna were suspicious of the civilisation which had helped 

them. They knew what knowledge of the power of the Nexus would eventually bring, so they used the 

Nexus to cut off all other timelines, and locked away its powers so they could never tempt or corrupt 

anyone again. 

The Elder explains that this is a cycle present throughout the multiverse. Any civilisation which discovers 

how to control other timelines either learns to relinquish it, or becomes corrupted by it. Only someone 

who chooses to wield similar powers is able to defeat such a civilisation – a choice which will ultimately 

trigger their own slide into evil. The ultimate source of evil in the multiverse is knowledge of the power 

it can bring. 

This begs the question; how did the Ruler learn about the multiverse and how it could be harnessed to 

expand their empire? On that the Elder has no answers, but they agree to use what little power they 

have to help. They show the Escapee how to use the Nexus to continue their hurried work in the Think 

Tank; finding a course of events which will allow them to defeat the Ruler. The situation looks bleak, but 

the best scenarios involve bringing the specialists of the Think Tank back together. The Escapee thanks 

the Elder, and the Alakuna give special dispensation to use the Nexus to send them away from Yaop. 

  



PART 3 – THE WAR 

When the Escapee returns to the network of verses created by the Think Tank, the Multiverse War is in 

full swing. The Ruler has expanded their empire greatly. The other specialists are scattered throughout 

the multiverse as prisoners, resistance fighters, or travellers, each following their own paths. Slowly, 

among the events of the Multiverse War, they are brought back together, but one of them can’t be 

found. 

The search – and the War itself – brings them to the centre of the Ruler’s empire, where they discover 

the truth behind the Ruler’s rise to power. It was one of their own who had planted the information 

which led to the Ruler’s knowledge of the multiverse. After the takeover of the Think Tank the Traitor 

had been promptly imprisoned. Nevertheless, the specialists decide to rescue the Traitor. With the help 

of the other belligerents and the Traitor’s inside knowledge, they break back into the Think Tank and 

take control just long enough to be able to isolate themselves from the rest of the multiverse and reset 

their systems, returning all the verses to how they were before the leader’s conquests. 

Then they start to think. The Think Tank’s technology is more powerful than any of them imagined, and 

if disseminated could be used to save the world. But they’ve also been taught that it will ultimately 

plunge their world into tyranny, just like countless ones before. After much discussion, they agree the 

technology must be destroyed, and nobody can be able to find out what happened. 

That means they have to leave their own world and start new lives in the multiverse they’ve created. 

They each choose their preferred verse and travel there. Though they’ve closed down all the 

permanent connections between the verses, they set up an insurance policy in case they ever need to 

come back together; a random pattern of bridges connecting the verses, almost impossible to navigate 

unless you know how they work. As the last of them disappears, they override the Think Tank’s safety 

systems and trigger a gas leak. The facility is destroyed in a catastrophic explosion. 

  



NOTES 

When I was writing this I became a bit disillusioned partway through. I felt like we’d gone so far with 

the development of the origin story that it didn’t have much to do with actual althistory anymore. 

However, this is just the framing story arc for the setting, so it’s allowed to be different. There are 

plenty of opportunities to include proper althistories in the Multiverse War, and it would be good to tie 

a lot of the characters and societies above into althistory in some way. Things like the Alakuna and the 

Ruler (or at least their empire) could be taken from real history. 

As well as what I mentioned at the start, I tried to include other themes we discussed, such as the idea 

of a kind of cyclical phenomenon in the multiverse. There’s also a bit of a cosmic good-versus-evil thing 

going on between those who relinquish power and those who become corrupted by it. This is a good 

way to make omnipotent Xenotech Nexus type stuff possible within the setting without it wrecking 

everything; everyone recognises it isn’t sustainable for that kind of power to be accessible to ordinary 

people, so they lock it away. 

You might be surprised that the deus ex machina of the story is to hit the reset button on the timelines, 

but this actually helps to solve a bit of a problem we’ve had on Infinite Histories. On one hand we want 

to create interesting and realistic althistories, but on the other hand we can’t help but abuse our 

creative powers (kind of like the people of Yaop…) to take things in a more science fictional direction. 

By using a reset to end the Multiverse War, we’re completely free to run rampant across our lovingly 

crafted timelines knowing that it won’t wreck the continuity. 

When I said ‘a random pattern of bridges’ it wasn’t quite a contradiction. Every random number 

generator needs a random seed – a number from which the random sequence is generated, where the 

same seed will always produce the same random sequence of numbers. My idea is that the specialists 

know the random seed of the interversal bridges, and can therefore predict the times and locations in 

which they’ll appear. I think it adds a cool dynamic. A layman might not even notice these things exist. 

With thorough investigation and research an obsessive explorer might be able to use them unreliably. 

But if only they had ‘8724’ they’d be able to determine the time and location of an interversal bridge 

as easily as checking a bus timetable. 

A possible variation on the rescue at the start of Part 3 is that the Traitor is still in league with the Ruler 

when they’re found, in which case their senior position in the Ruler’s empire proves instrumental in 

taking back the Think Tank. Their reasons for helping the others could be disillusionment with what 

they’ve done, or a tip-off that the cut-throat politics at the top of the empire is about to turn against 

them. Or maybe they have to be encouraged to help by more forceful means. 

A possible variation on the end of Part 2 is that, after warning them about the dangers of possessing 

too much power, the elder is moved to break the compact of the Alakuna and unlock some of the 

ancient powers of the Nexus to bestow them on the Escapee, giving them the extra edge in finding the 

others in the Multiverse War. It could well be a fraught situation in which the elder is captured and 

killed by the Alakuna at the last moment, and the Escapee has to live with the guilt that, by 

encouraging the Elder to unlock some of the powers of the Nexus, they may have condemned Yaop to 

begin the cycle anew. 

A possible variation on the reset at the end of Part 3 is to perform a hard reset which even includes 

their own verse, so all knowledge of events from the hostage onwards is forgotten. This creates a 

different type of cycle, with the events from that point onwards running over and over again in 

different variations. Personally, I don’t like this because it doesn’t lead to the aftermath of Part 3. 


